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Abstract. The main purpose of this work is to introduce noncommutative relative schemes and
establish some of basic properties of schemes and scheme morphisms. In particular, we prove an
analogue of the canonical bijection: Homschemes=k((X;O), Spec(A)) ' Homk�alg(A;�(X;O)):

We define a noncommutative version of theČech cohomology of an affine cover and show that the
Čech cohomology can be used to compute higher direct images. This fact is applied here to compute
cohomology of invertible sheaves on skew projective spaces and in [LR3] to studyD-modules on
quantum flag varieties.
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Introduction

The following fact might be regarded as the point of departure for this work:

THEOREM. Any scheme can be reconstructed uniquely up to isomorphism from
the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on this scheme.

This theorem was proved for noetherian schemes by P. Gabriel in the early sixties
(cf. [Gab], Ch.VI) and in the full generality only recently [R2] (for the reader’s
convenience, we sketch the reconstruction procedure of [R2] in the Appendix to
this paper). The possibility to replace schemes by categories of quasi-coherent
sheaves on them is an important fact of commutative algebraic geometry. But
for noncommutative algebraic geometry it is a source of existence. Apparently,
Yu. I. Manin was the first one who proposed to use the identifying spaces with
categories of structure sheaves on them as a ‘right’ way to introduce objects of
noncommutative algebraic geometry – ‘noncommutative spaces’ (cf. [M1, p. 83]).
In particular, the projective spectrum of a noncommutativeZ+-graded ring can
be defined by imitating the Serre’s description of the category of quasi-coherent
sheaves on projective schemes ([A], [AZ], [M1], [V1], [R], [LR2]). But, in spite
of the growing interest in noncommutative algebraic geometry, an adequate analog
of the most important notion of commutative algebraic geometry – the notion of a
scheme– had not been found (see [M2], p. 7).
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94 ALEXANDER L. ROSENBERG

One of the purposes of this work is to show that there is, in a sense, only
one notion of a noncommutative scheme. Most of the constructions, assertions
and examples of Sections 1–5, and Section C4 are essential to see this fact. A
key tool here is the Barr–Beck theorem (cf. [ML], Ch. VI, 7). Recall that the
‘descent’–type theorems in algebraic geometry are its simple consequences (cf.
[Dl], pp. 132–134). The Barr–Beck’s theorem garanties that the ‘space’ for which
the covers and standard complexes make sense is, locally, modules over a monad.
And then different exactness properties of this monad (right exact, having a right
adjoint) distinguish respectively quasi-schemes (= the widest class of ‘spaces’ for
whichČech complex computes derived functors) and schemes = the largest class of
‘spaces’ for which (locally) bimodules make sense (this last point should become
clear in the process of reading Section C4).

The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we introduce a ‘geometrical’ language: continuous morphisms,

flat, coflat, and Zariski covers and associated cosimplicial complexes, the standard
complex of a functor depending on a cover. We show that the standard complex of
an exact functor is exact.

In the second section we prove that, for any coflat finite cover of an abelian cat-
egory and for any adapted to this cover (‘locally exact’) functor, the corresponding
standard complex is a resolution of the functor.

In Section 3 we consider Zariski covers and show that if the cover is ‘semisep-
arated’ (semiseparated affine covers are available on semiseparated schemes), the
standard complex is homotopically equivalent to theČech complex of the cover.

In Section 4 we define the category ofquasi-schemesandschemesover a given
category. Relative quasi-schemes are locally cohomologically trivial morphisms.
More explicitly, quasi-schemes are defined as morphisms with locally exact direct
image. They are the most natural class of ‘spaces’ to introduce after learning first
properties of the standard complex of a cover.Schemesare defined as morphisms
direct image of which have locally a right adjoint. Surprisingly, this general non-
sense definition gives what one would like to expect of schemes. For instance,
schemes over a commutative ringk (i.e. the base category is the category ofk-
modules) are locally categories of modules overk-algebras. The category of affine
k-schemes is equivalent to the category dual to the category ofk-algebras. And
morphisms from an arbitraryk-scheme to an affinek-scheme are in bijective corre-
spondence with morphisms ofk-algebras of their global sections. Note by passing
that Drinfeld’s ‘quantum spaces’ over a commutative ringk [Dr] are nothing else
but affine schemes overk.

In Section 5 we introduce noncommutative projective spectra and their cones
and consider two important examples: skew projective spaces and quantized flag
varieties.

In the second part of the paper, Complementary Facts and Examples, we study
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NONCOMMUTATIVE SCHEMES 95

– Connections between some properties of flat covers and those of associated
Zariski covers. Compatibility of standard complexes with certain localizations.
Resolutions related to infinite covers.

– Standard resolutions of functors and, more specifically, resolutions of ‘invert-
ible sheaves’. As an example, we compute cohomology of invertible sheaves on a
skew projective space getting direct analogs of the classical results [S] and their
consequences including the Serre duality. In [LR3], the standard complex is used
for studying cohomologies of invertible sheaves on quantized flag varieties.

In the appendix we recall what is the spectrum of an abelian category (introduced
in [R1]) and explain how to reconstruct an arbitrary scheme from the category of
quasi-coherent sheaves on the scheme.

1. Covers and associated standard complexes

Categories here are thought as categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on ‘spaces’
and are identified with the ‘spaces’. Accordingly some of the functors could be
upgraded to morphisms.

MORPHISMS 1.0. We definea morphismf from a categoryA to a categoryB
as an isomorphness class of right exact functors fromB toA. Any functorB ! A
from f will be calledan inverse image functor off . And once we made a choice of
an inverse image functor, we shall denote it byf�. The composition of morphisms is
natural:f � g = [g� � f�]. Here[u] means ‘all functors isomorphic tou’. Allowing
only categories which are equivalent to ‘small categories’ with respect to some
universum, we define this way a category which shall be denoted byRCat.

A morphismf is continuousif its inverse image functorf� has a right adjoint
called adirect image functor off and denoted usually byf�. We call a morphism
f flat if it is continuous and its inverse image functor is exact. We call a continuous
morphismf coflat if its direct image functor is exact. Finally, we callf biflat if it
is flat and coflat.

A morphismf :B ! A such thatf� is a localization (i.e. a universal functor
making invertible all arrows of�f := fs 2 Homjf�(s) is invertibleg) will be called
by abuse of language a localization. We call a localizationf a flat localizationif
f is a flat morphism. This means thatf is a flat morphism having a fully faithful
direct image functor (cf. [GZ], Proposition I.1.3).

COVERS 1.1. We call a set of flat morphismsffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg aflat cover of
A if any morphisms of A such thatf�i (s) is invertible for alli 2 J is invertible.

We call a flat coverffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg a Zariski coverif each offi is a
localization.

EXAMPLE 1.1.1. LetA be an abelian category. And letfSiji 2 Jg be a family
of localizing subcategories ofA. Recall that a subcategoryS is calledlocalizing if
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96 ALEXANDER L. ROSENBERG

it is thick and the localizationA ! A=S at S has a right adjoint. Being an exact
functor, a localization atSi might be regarded as inverse image functor of a flat
morphismfi:A=Si ! A. The familyffiji 2 Jg is a cover iff

T
i2J Si = 0: And

any Zariski cover ofA is of this form.

1.2. The standard cosimplicial resolution of a continuous morphism.Fix a con-
tinuous morphismf :B ! A with the inverse image functorf� and a direct image
functor f�. Let �: IdA ! f�f

� and �: f�f� ! IdB be adjunction arrows. Set
Gf := f�f

� and� := f��f
� : G2

f ! Gf . The standard cosimplicial resolution
CR(f) of the morphismf is the standard cosimplicial resolution of the pair of
adjoint functors(f�; f�); i.e.CR(f) is the augmented cosimplicial object in EndA
defined by

din = Gi
f�G

n�i
f : Gn

f �! Gn+1
f ; sin = Gi

f�G
n�1�i
f : Gn+1

f �! Gn
f

with the augmentation morphism� : IdA ! Gf .

1.3.The standard cosimplicial resolution of a family of continuous morphisms.Fix
a family f = ffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg of continuous morphisms. For eachi 2 J ,
denote byGi the compositionfi� � f�i and by resp.�i and�i adjunction arrows
IdA ! Gi andf�i fi� ! IdB. For any positive integern, let Jn denote the direct
product ofn copies ofJ . To this data, there corresponds a cosimplicial object

C(F) =

0
@IdA

(�i)

��!
Y
i2J

Gi

�iGj
����!
����!
Gi�j

Y
i2J2

Gi

����!
����!
����!

Y
i2J3

Gi : : :

1
A ; (1)

where, for anyi = (i1; : : : ; in) 2 J
n, Gi := Gi1 � : : : � Gin . We assume that all

products in the diagram (1) exist.
Let nowF be a functor fromA to an additive categoryB. And let

G(F; F ) =

0
@F (F�i )

���!
Y
i2J

F � Gi �!
Y
i2J2

F � Gi �!
Y
i2J3

F � Gi : : :

1
A (2)

be a cochain complex associated to the imageF � C(F) of the cosimplicial object
(1). We callC(F; F ) the augmented standard complex of the functorF associated
to the coverF = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg. Thestandard complex ofF with respect
to F is the chain complex

C+(F; F ) =

0
@Y
i2J

F � Gi �!
Y
i2J2

F � Gi �!
Y
i2J3

F � Gi : : :

1
A (3)

PROPOSITION 1.4.Let F = ffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg be a finite flat cover of an
abelian categoryA. Then, for any exact additive functorF :A ! B, the standard
complexC(F; F ) is exact.
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Proof.SinceC(F; F ) = F � C(F; IdA), it suffices to prove the assertion in the
caseF = IdA.

(a) Suppose that card(J) = 1; i.e. the coverF consists of one morphismf . The
complexf� � C(f , IdA) is homotopically trivial, hence it is exact. This fact is in
[Go], Appendix, Section 5. SinceF = ffg is a flat cover, the inverse image functor
f� is faithfully flat. Therefore the exactness off� �C(f , IdA) implies the exactness
of C(f; IdA).

(b) Fix a family F = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg of continuous morphisms. The
family F can be encoded in one morphismf :

Q
i2J Bi ! A having the inverse

image functor

f �:A �!
Y
i2J

Bi; X 7�!
Y
i2J

f�i (X): (1)

The morphismf has a direct image functor:f�(
Q
i2J Xi) =

Q
i2J fi�(Xi). The

adjunction arrow

� = �f : IdA �! f� � f � =
Y
i2J

fi� � f
�
i

is determined by the adjunction arrows�i : IdA ! Gi = fi� � f
�
i ; i 2J. The

adjunction arrow

� = �f : f � � f� �! IdBJ ;

whereBJ :=
Q
i2J Bi, assigns to any(Xi) 2 ObBJ the composition of the

projection

f � � f�(Xi) �! (f�i � fi�(Xi))

and the product(�i : f�i � fi�(Xi)! Xi) of adjunction morphisms�i. Note that

– The complexC(F; IdA) of the familyF coincides withF(f; IdA).
– The familyF is a flat cover iffffg is a flat cover, i.e.f � is a faithfully flat

functor.

Thus the assertion in the general case follows from (a). 2

2. The standard complex of a cover and a resolution of locally exact functors

2.1. Locally exact functors.Fix a categoryA and a flat coverF = ffi : Bi !
A j i 2 Jg. For any functorF :A ! B, whereB is an additive category with
products ofcard(J) objects we have the chain complexC(F; F ). Therefore we
have cohomology ofF associated to the coverF. Suppose on the other hand that
A is an abelian category with enough injectives. So that one can talk about derived
functorsR�F of the functorF . We are going to produce natural conditions on the
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98 ALEXANDER L. ROSENBERG

coverF and the functorF which garantee the isomorphism ofR�F and theČech
cohomologies,H�C(F; F ), of the functorF corresponding to the coverF.

Call a coverffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg biflat if the morphismsfi; i 2 J , arebiflat,
i.e. the direct image functorsfi� are also exact for alli 2 J. The property which we
are going to use is that, for anyi 2 J , the compositionfi� � f�i is an exact functor.

LetF = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg be a flat cover. We say that a functorF : A ! C
is adapted tothe coverF if, for any i 2 J , the compositionF � fi� is exact.

We call a functorF : A ! C locally exactif there exists a finite flat cover
F = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg such thatF is adapted toF.

THEOREM 2.2.LetA be an abelian category. And letF = ffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg
be a finite biflat cover ofA. Suppose each categoryBi has enough injectives. And
let a functorF :A ! C be adapted toF. Then the standard complexC(F; F ) of the
functorF with respect to the coverF is a resolution of the functorF .

Proof. Let f � denote the inverse image functor�i2Jf�i : A ! �i2JBi = BJ
associated with the coverF. And let f� denote a right adjoint tof � (cf. the part (b)
of the Proof of Proposition 1.4). Since the coverF is biflat, the functorG := f� � f �

is exact. This implies that the standard complexC(F; IdA) of the coverF provides
a resolution

IdA �! C(F) = (G �! G2 �! � � � �! Gn �! � � �)

of the identical functor. To show that the standard complexC(F; F ) = F � G(F)
is a resolution of the functorF , it suffices to check that, for anyX 2 ObA, the
objectGn(X) is F -acyclic (i.e.RpF (Gn(X)) = 0 if p > 0) for all n > 1: (cf.
[Gr] Proposition 2.5.1 in and the following example).

Note that, since the functorf � is exact, the functorf� sends injectives into
injectives. And since each categoryBi has enough injectives, the product of the
categoriesBi has enough injectives too. LetI(X) be an injective resolution of
f � � Gn(X); n > 0: Then, since the functorf� is exact and sends injectives into
injectives,f�(I(X)) is an injective resolution off� � f � � Gn(X) = Gn+1(X).
Since the functorF � f� is exact, the cohomology of the complexF (f�(I(X)) are
zero in degrees> 1: This proves that the objectsGn(X) areF -acyclic for any
X 2 ObA and alln > 1: 2

3. Zariski covers

3.1. First cancellations.Let F = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg be a Zariski cover; i.e.
all inverse image functorsf�i are flat localizations. This implies that the functors
Gi := fi�f

�
i are idempotent. More explicitly, the morphismsGi�i and�iGi coincide

and are isomorphisms for alli 2 J . The latter allows to replace the standard
cosimplicial complexC(F) of the coverF by a more economic expression. Namely
denote byJn the subset of all elements(i1; : : : ; in) of J�n (= the product ofn
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copies ofJ) such thatik 6= ik+1 for all 1 � k � n � 1: The complexC(F) is
homotopically equivalent to the complex

C0(F) =

0
@IdA

(�i)

��!
Y
i2J

Gi

�iGj
����!
����!
Gi�j

Y
i2J2

Gi

����!
����!
����!

Y
i2J3

Gi : : :

1
A ; (1)

where, for eachi = (i1; : : : ; in) 2 Jn, Gi := Gi1 � � � � � Gin .
In fact, the canonical projectionC(F) ! C0(F) is invertible in the homotopical

category.

3.2.Semiseparated Zariski covers.Call a Zariski coverF = ffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg
semiseparatedif Gi � Gj ' Gj � Gi for all i; j 2 J . Fix an order inJ . ThenC(F)
is homotopically equivalent to the complex

CC(F) =

0
@IdA

(�i)

��!
Y
i2J

Gi

�iGj
����!
����!
Gi�j

Y
i2J2<

Gi

����!
����!
����!

Y
i2J3<

Gi : : :

1
A ; (1)

whereJn< := f(i1; : : : ; in) 2 J�nji1 < i2 < � � � < ing. The equivalence is given
by the projectionC(G)! CG(F).

Moreover, iff�i is a localization at the class of arrowsSi; i 2 J , then, for any
i = (i1; : : : ; in) 2 J

�n, Gi = fi�f
�
i , wheref�i is a localization at (the saturation

of)
S

16k6n Sik .

3.3. Example: the standard complex of a cover of a scheme.LetX = (X;O) be an
arbitrary quasi-compact scheme. For any affine coverU of X, we have endofunctors
fGU = fU�f

�
U jU 2 Ug of the categoryQcohX of quasi-coherent sheaves onX.

Note thatGUGU 0 ' GU 0GU implies thatGU 0GU is isomorphic toGU\U 0 . Thus we
have the following assertion:

PROPOSITION 3.3.1.LetU be any affine open semiseparated cover of a scheme
X; i.e. GU 0 � GU ' GU � GU 0 for all U;U 0 2 U . Then the standard cosimplicial
complexC(U) of the coverU is equivalent to the complex

CC(F) =

0
@IdA

(�i)

���!
Y
i2J

Gi

�iGj
����!
����!
Gi�j

Y
i2J2<

Gi

����!
����!
����!

Y
i2J3<

Gi : : :

1
A ; (1)

where, for anyi = (i1; : : : ; in); Gi := GUi andUi :=
T

16k6nUik . In particular,
for any additive functorF : QcohX ! C, the standard chain complexC(U; F ) is
homotopically equivalent to thěCech complexC(U; F ).
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100 ALEXANDER L. ROSENBERG

Remark3.3.2. Letf : X ! S be a scheme morphism having a direct image
functorf� (for instance,f� is the global section functor). SinceX is quasi-compact,
there exists a finite affine coverU of X such thatf jU is an affine morphism for
anyU 2 U. Then the standard complexC(U; f�) corresponding to the coverU is a
resolution of the functorf�. Therefore it can be used for computing higher direct
images (= derived functors) off�.

If the localizations at different open sets of the coverU commute (i.e.GU 0GU '

GUGU 0 for all U;U 0 2 U), the complexC(U; f�) is homotopically equivalent to the
Čech complex,C(U; f�) of the coverU. One can show that the following conditions
are equivalent:

(a) For any affine coverU of a schemeX, GU 0GU ' GUGU 0 for all U;U 0 2 U.
(b) The schemeX is separated.

In other words, thěCech complex is equivalent to the standard complex for any
affine cover only if the scheme is separated. If the schemeX is not separated, the
higher cohomology of thěCech complexC(U; f�) are not isomorphic, for a general
affine coverU, to the corresponding derived functors off�. 2

4. Quasi-schemes and schemes

4.1. Relative quasi-schemes.We call a continuous morphismf :A ! C almost
affineif f� is an exact and faithful functor. A flat coverF = ffi:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg
is calledalmost affineif each morphismfi is almost affine.

We call a continuous morphismf :A ! C aquasi-scheme overC if there exists
an almost affine Zariski coverF = fui:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg such that the direct image
f� � ui� of f � ui is exact and faithful (i.e.f � ui is almost affine) for alli 2 J .

With any continuous morphismf : A ! C, we associate a monadG f = (Gf ; �)
and a canonical functorf� : A ! G f�mod such thatf� is the composition off�
and the forgetful functorG f� mod! C. HereGf := f� � f

� and� = f��f
�; �

is an adjunction morphismf� � f� ! IdA. The canonical functorf� assigns to any
objectM of A theG f -module(f�(M); f��).

If f :A! C is an almost affine quasi-scheme, it follows from the the Barr–Beck
theorem (cf. [ML]) thatf� : A ! G f�mod is an equivalence of categories.

Note that, sincef� exact, the functorGf is right exact. Therefore, ifC is an
abelian category, the categoryG f�mod of G f -modules is abelian too. Thus if
f : A ! C is almost affine andC is an abelian category, thenA is abelian.

It follows that an arbitrary quasi-scheme islocally a category of modules over
a right exact monad. This also implies that iff : A ! C is a quasi-scheme and the
categoryC is abelian, thenA is abelian.

We call a continuous morphismf : A ! C a relative semiseparated quasi-
schemeif there exists a semiseparated biflat Zariski coverF = fui : Bi ! A j i 2
Jg adapted tof and such thatf� � ui� is faithful for all i 2 J .
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Any almost affine morphismf is a relative semiseparated quasi-scheme, since
f is adapted to the trivial coverfIdAg.

We shall denote byCat�=C the full subcategory ofRCat=C objects of which
are continuous morphismsA ! C. We denote byQSch=C thecategory of quasi-
schemes overC which is the full subcategory ofCat�=C formed by quasi-schemes
over C. We single out the full subcategoryQSchc=C of quasi-compactquasi-
schemes.Quasi-compactmeans that an almost affine cover in the definition of a
quasi-scheme can be chosen finite. By ‘technical reasons’ (to avoid overloading
with technicalities) and also because the known interesting examples of quasi-
schemes are quasi-compact, we shall discuss mostly the categoryQSchc=C.

4.2. Morphisms of quasi-schemes.The main theorem about scheme morphisms
says that, ifX = (X;OX ) is an arbitrary scheme andY = (Y;OY ) is an affine
scheme, then there is a natural isomorphism

Schemes(X;Y) �! Rings(�(Y;OY );�(X;OX )): (1)

The goal of this section is to establish an analog of this fact (actually a gener-
alization) for quasi-schemes. To see better the nature of things, we begin with the
categoryCat�=C of continuous morphisms toC, where the desired fact is valid in
a most naive form.

Denote byMonC the category of monads inC. Let L denote the functor from
(MonC)o to the categoryCat�=C of continuous morphisms toC which assigns to
any monadF the canonical continuous morphismF �mod! C.

PROPOSITION 4.2.1The functorL : (MonC)o ! Cat�=C is fully faithful and
has a left adjoint.

Proof. (a)We begin with the construction of a left adjoint functor toL.
Let h be a morphism fromf :A ! C to g : B ! C. After chosingg� andh�,

we can takef� = h� � g� as an inverse image morphism of f. This way we have
the equalityf� � h� � g� = f� � f

� which together with the composition

g� �! f� � f
� � g� = f� � h

� � g� � g� �! f� � h
�

provides a morphismg� � g� ! f� � f
�. We leave to a reader to check that this is

a monad morphism and that we have defined the required functor. Moreover, there
is a natural commutative diagram

A
h
���! B

�f

??y ??y�g
G f �mod

ˆL(h)
���! G g �mod

(1)

Here the vertical arrows are canonical morphisms with direct image functors
�f� : X 7�! (f�(X); f��(X)), where� is an adjunction arrowf�f� ! IdA, and
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102 ALEXANDER L. ROSENBERG

similarly �g�; ˆL(h) is the pull-back morphism determined by the monad morphism
defined above. Note that (1) is a diagram of morphisms overC. Clearly(�f ) is an
adjunction morphism IdCat

�
=C ! L � ˆL. The second adjunction morphism is

identical. The latter fact implies that the functorL is fully faithful. 2

Let MonrC be the full subcategory of the categoryMonC generated by right
exact monads, i.e. monads(F; �) such thatF is a right exact functor.

LEMMA 4.2.2. A monadF = (F; �) belongs toMonrC if and only if the canonical
morphismf : F �mod! C is almost affine. In particular,L induces a functor,L,
from the category(MonrC)o to the categoryQSch=C of quasi-schemes overC.

Proof. If f is almost affine (i.e.f� is exact), then, clearly,F = f� � f
� is right

exact. Conversely, suppose thatF is right exact. Letg; h : (M;m) ! (M 0;m0)
be arbitraryF-module morphisms; and lete :M 0 ! N be a coequalizer of the pair
f�(g); f�(h) : M ! M 0. Sincee � m0 � Fg = e � m0 � Fh and, becauseF is
right exact,F e is a coequalizer of the pair(Fg; Fh), there exists a unique arrow
� : F (N)! N such thate �m0 = � �F e. One can check that� � F� = � � � and
� �F�(N) = IdN , i.e.(N; �) is anF-module. The equalitye �m0 = � �F e means
thate is anF-module morphism(M 0;m0)! (N; �). Clearly the module(N; �) is
an equalizer of the pair(g; h). This shows that the direct image functorf� is right
exact. Therefore it is exact. 2

PROPOSITION 4.2.3.The functorL : (MonrC)o ! QSchc=C is fully faithful and
has a left adjoint.

Proof. Let f : A ! C be a quasi-scheme; and letU = fui : Ui ! Aji 2 Jg
be a coflat Zariski cover such that, for anyi 2 J; f� � ui� is exact and faithful
(i.e. f � ui : Ui ! C is almost affine). Letu denote the morphism

Q
i2J Ui ! A

corresponding to the coverU . Note thatf� �C(U) � f� is a complex in the category
Endr(C) of right exact functorsC ! C. It follows from Proposition C4.3 that the
functor

G0
f := H0(f� � C(U) � f

�) := Ker(f� � (Gu ! G2
u) � f

�) : C ! C; (1)

where the kernel is taken in the categoryEndrC, does not depend on the choice
of the coverU. AndG0

f has a uniquely defined monad structure�0. The morphism
f : A ! C decomposes uniquely into a continuous morphism� 0f : A ! G 0f�mod
andG f�mod! C. HereG 0f := (G0

f ; �
0). The map assigning to any quasi-scheme

f : A ! C the right exact monadG f extends naturally to a functor which is a left
adjoint to the functorL. And � 0 = (� 0f ) is the adjunction arrow from IdQSch=C to
L� ˆL. The other adjunction arrow is identical. 2

PROPOSITION 4.2.4.The functorL : (MonrC)o ! QSch=C establishes an
equivalence between the category(MonrC)o dual to the category of right exact
monads and the categoryQAff =C of almost affine quasi-schemes overC.
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Proof.The assertion follows from Proposition 4.2.3 and the fact that any almost
affine quasi-schemef :A ! C satisfies the conditions of the Barr–Beck theorem;
hence the canonical morphismA ! G f�mod is an equivalence (cf. the discussion
in Section 4.1). 2

4.3.Relative schemes.We call a continuous morphismf :A ! C affineif its direct
image functorf� is faithful and has a right adjoint. Usually, we shall denote the
right adjoint tof� by fy.

A family of morphisms (in particular a cover)F = fui : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg will
be calledaffineif eachui is affine.

A continuous morphismf : A ! C shall be calleda scheme overC if there
exists anaffineZariski coverU = fui:Bi ! A j i 2 Jg such thatf �ui is an affine
morphism for alli 2 J .

Clearly any scheme overC is a quasi-scheme overC.
Any scheme morphismX ! Y having a direct image functor defines a relative

schemeQcohX ! QcohY in the sense of the definition above.
Denote bySch=C the full subcategory ofCat�=C objects of which are schemes

overC. We single out the full subcategorySchc=C of quasi-compactschemes, i.e.
schemesf :A ! C which have a finite Zariski coverU = fuiBi ! A j i 2 Jg
such thatf � ui is an affine morphism for alli 2 J .

Finally, we denote byAff =C the full subcategory ofSch=C objects of which are
affine schemes overC.

4.4. The main theorem on scheme morphisms.Denote byMoncC the full subcate-
gory ofMonC objects of which arecontinuous monads inC, i.e. monadsF = (F; �)
such that the functorF has a right adjoint. Clearly every continuous monad is right
exact:MoncC �MonrC.

LEMMA 4.4.1. A monadF = (F; �) in C is continuous if and only if the canonical
morphismf : F �mod! C is affine.

Proof.(a) One direction is trivial: for any affine morphismg the functorg� � g�

has a right adjoint by definition; and for the canonical morphismf : F� mod
! C; f� � f

� = F.
(b) Suppose thatF = (F; �) is continuous. LetF ˆ be a right adjoint toF ; and

let �0 : F � F ˆ! IdC ; �0 : IdC ! F ˆ � F be adjunction arrows. Then

� := F ˆ(�0 � �F ˆ) � �0F � F ˆ : F � F ˆ! F ˆ (1)

is an action ofF onF ˆ which satisfies the properties:

� � �F ˆ = IdF ˆ and � � �F ˆ = � � F�: (2)
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Here� : IdC ! F is the identity of the monadF. In fact,

� � �F ˆ := F ˆ(�0 � �F ˆ) � �0F � F ˆ � �F ˆ = F ˆ�0 � (F ˆ� � �0F � �)F ˆ

= F ˆ�0 � (F ˆ� � F ˆF� � �0)F ˆ = F ˆ�0 � �0F ˆ = idF ˆ:

We leave the checking the associativity of the action to the reader.
The relations (2) imply that(F ˆ(M); �(M)) is anF-module for anyM 2 ObC.

Clearly the mapfy assigning to anyM 2 ObC the module(F ˆ(M); �(M)) and
to any arrowf of C the morphismF ˆf of the corresponding modules is a functor.
The compositions of the forgetful functorf� andfy are:

f� � fy = F ˆ; fy � f� : (M;m) 7�! (F ˆ(M); �(M)):

There are canonical morphisms

�00 := �0 � �F ˆ : f� � fy = F ˆ �! IdC (3)

and�00 : IdF�mod! fy � f� defined by

�00(M;m) := F ˆm � �0(M) : (M;m) �! (F ˆ(M); �(M)): (4)

We leave it to the reader to check that (4) is really anF-module morphism and the
functor morphisms�00 and�00 are adjunction arrows forf� andfy.

COROLLARY 4.4.2. A morphismf : A ! C is affine if and only ifG f =
(f� � f

�; �) is a continuous monad.
Proof.Only if is trivial.
If: In fact, if f is almost affine,f� is (cf. Proposition 4.2.4) equivalent to the

forgetful functorf : G f� mod! C; G f = (f� � f
�; �). By Lemma 4.4.1, the

existence of a right adjoint tof� is equivalent to the existence of a right adjoint to
f� � f

�. 2

Thus the functorL : (MonC)o ! Cat�=C which assigns to any monadF the
canonical morphismF� mod! C induces a functorS from (MoncC)o to Schc=C.

PROPOSITION 4.4.3.The functorS : (MoncC)o ! Schc=C is fully faithful and
has a left adjoint.

Proof.Let f :A! C be a scheme; and letU = fui : Gi ! Aji 2 Jg be a coflat
Zariski cover such that, for anyi 2 J; f� �ui� is faithful and has a right adjoint (i.e.
f �ui : Gi ! C is affine). Letu denote the morphism

Q
i2J Ui ! A corresponding

to the coverU. Note thatf� � C(U) � f� is a complex in the categoryEnd(C) of
continuous functorsC ! C. It follows from Proposition C4.3 thatf� � C(U) � f� is
a resolution of the functor

G00
f := H0(f� � C(U) � f

�) := Ker(f� � (Gu �! G2
u) � f

�) : C �! C; (1)
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where the kernel is taken in the categoryEnd C. In particular,G00
f does not depend

on the choice of the coverU. The functorG00
f has a uniquely defined monad structure

�00. The morphismf : A ! C decomposes uniquely into a continuous morphism
� 00f : A ! G 00f�mod andG f�mod! C. HereG 00f := (G00

f ; �
00). The map assigning

to any schemef : A ! C the continuous monadG 00f extends naturally to a ‘global
section’ functor� : Sch=C ! (MoncC)o which is a left adjoint to the ‘localization’
functorS. And� 00 = (� 00f ) is the adjunction arrow from IdSch=C toS� ˆ�. The other
adjunction arrow is identical. 2

COROLLARY 4.4.3.1.The functorS : (MoncC)o ! Sch=C establishes an equiv-
alence between the category(MoncC)o dual to the category of continuous monads
and the categoryAff =C of affine schemes overC.

4.5. Schemes over a category of modules.Denote byCat� the category objects of
which are pairs(A;O), whereA is a category (equivalent to a small category and
thought as the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a scheme) andO is an object
ofA (thought as the structure sheaf). Morphisms from(A;O) to (A0;O0) are pairs
(f; �), wheref is a morphism fromA toA0 and� is an isomorphism fromf�(O0)
toO.

Let C be the categoryk� mod of left modules over a ringk, and letf :A !
C be a morphism. We can assign to the morphismf the pair(A; f�(k)). This
correspondence provides a functor from the categoryCat�=C to the categoryCat�.

Suppose now thatf :A ! C is a continuous morphism. Then it is defined
uniquely up to isomorphism by the objectO = f�(k).

In fact, we have functorial isomorphismsA(f�(k);X) ' C(k; f�(X)) ' f�(X)
which shows that the direct image functorf� of f is naturally isomorphic to the
functorX 7�! A(f�(k);X). Therefore the inverse image functorf� (representing
f ) is defined uniquely up to isomorphism (being a left adjoint to the functorf�) by
the objectf�(k). Note that sincef� respects colimits, there exists a coproduct of
any set of copies ofO = f�(k).

Conversely, suppose that(A;O) is an object of the categoryCat� such that
the categoryA is abelian and there exists a coproduct of any set of copies of
O. Then the functorX 7�! A(O;X) from A to the categoryK� mod, where
K = A(O;O)o, is a direct image of a continuous morphism fromA toK� mod
([BD], Proposition 6.6.23).

Now fix an additive categoryA and a continuous morphismf :A ! C = k

= mod. And setO = f�(k). The functorf� is faithful iff O is a generator of the
categoryA.

Sincef� ' A(O; ), the morphismf is coflat iffO is a projective object.
Thusf is almost affine iffO is a projective generator. Finally,f is affine iffO

is a projective generator of finite type.
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PROPOSITION 4.5.1. (a)For any continuous morphismf : A ! C = k �mod,
there is a canonical functor morphism

 f :A(O;O)o
k �! A(O; f
��) (1)

such that f (V ) is an isomorphism for any freek-moduleV of finite type.
(b) If f is almost affine, then f (V ) is an isomorphism for any finitely presented

k-moduleV. In particular, if k is left noetherian, then f (V ) is an isomorphism
for any finitely generatedk-moduleV.

(c) The morphism f is an isomorphism if and only iff is affine.
(d) The morphismf is affine if and only if the functor

A(O;�) : A �! A(O;O)o �mod

is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. (a) For any additive functorF : k� mod! k �mod, the moduleF (k)

has a naturalk-bimodule structure, and there is a canonical functor morphism
 F : F (k)
k ! F (see for instance, [Bass], Ch.I). Recall that, for anyk-module
V , the morphism F (V ) is the image of IdV with respect to the composition

Homk(V; V ) ���! Homk(V;Homk(k; V ))??y
Homk(F (k) 
k V; F (V ))  ��� Homk(V;Homk(F (k); F (V )))

Since F (k) is an isomorphism and the functorF is additive, F (V ) is an
isomorphism for any freek-moduleV of finite rank.

(b) If the functorF is right exact, i.e. it preserves cokernels, F (V ) is an
isomorphism for any finitely presented objectV , since finitely presented objects
are exactly cokernels of morphisms between free objects of finite rank.

(c) The morphism F is an isomorphism iff the functorF preserves arbitrary
colimits (or, equivalently, has a right adjoint).

The assertions(a)–(c) of the lemma are just specializations of these facts for
the functorf� � f� ' A(O; f��).

(d) By Proposition 4.2.4, iff : A ! k �mod is almost affine, the canonical
functorA ! G f� mod is an equivalence of categories. The assertion(c) implies
that if (and only if)f is affine, the monadG f is naturally isomorphic to the monad
(A(O;O)
k;m), wherem is induced by the multiplication inA(O;O)o. The
category(A(O;O);m)� mod is isomorphic to the category of left modules over
A(O;O)o. 2

Remark4.5.2. The analysis above shows that when the ringk is commutative,
the category of affine schemes overC = k � mod is naturally equivalent to the
category of affine schemes in the sense of M. Artin and J. J. Zhang [AZ]. 2
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4.5.3.General schemes overk. Let f :A ! C be an arbitrary quasi-scheme over
C = k� mod; and letU = fui : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg be a Zariski cover adapted
to f such thatf� � ui� is an exact, faithful functor for anyi 2 J . Or, in our new
language,f � ui is an almost affine quasi-scheme for anyi. By 4.1, this means
that the categoryBi is naturally equivalent to the categoryG f�ui� mod, where
G f�ui is the monad in the categoryk�mod (shortlyk-monad) associated with the
morphismf � ui. If f :A ! C is a scheme andU is the corresponding affine cover,
thenBi is isomorphic to the category ofRi-modules, whereRi = Bi(Oi; Oi)

o;Oi
is the ‘structure sheaf’ onBi : Oi = u�i (O).

Thus any scheme overk� mod is locally the category of left modules over
k-rings. Recall that ak-ring is an arbitrary ring morphismk ! A.

Any quasi-scheme overk� mod is locally the category of left modules over a
k-monad.

Examples of interest of relative schemes are noncommutative projective spaces
and quantized flag varieties of semisimple Lie algebras. We discuss them in Sec-
tion 5.

5. Noncommutative quasi-affine spaces and projective spectra

5.1. Projective spectrum and a quasi-affine space related to a graded algebra.
Let k be a commutative ring,� a commutative directly ordered group. And let
R be an associative�-gradedk-algebra. For any 2 �, setR> := ��>R�.
For anyR-moduleM and any 2 �, denote byM the subset of all elements
of M annihilated byR> . Denote byT+ the full subcategory of the categoryR�
mod generated by allR-modulesM such thatM = supfM j 2 �g. One can
see thatT+ is a Serre subcategory of the categoryR�mod. The quotient category
Cone�(R) := R�mod=T+ is calledthe quasi-affine space(or affine cone) ofR.

Let F be the natural functorgr�R � mod! R � mod. And letT+ denote
the preimage ofT+ in gr�R �mod. Since the functorF is exact,T+ is a Serre
subcategory ofgr�R�mod. The quotient categoryProj�(R) = gr�R�mod=T+
is calledthe projective spectrum ofR.

We have the following canonical continuous morphisms:

(a) The ‘embedding’u : Cone�(R) ! R �mod with a localization atT+ as an
inverse image functor.

(b) The morphism�0 : Proj�(R)! gr�R �mod with a localization atT+ as an
inverse image functor.

(c) The morphism' : gr�R�mod! R0�mod, with the direct image functor

'� : gr�R�mod�! R0�mod; M = �2�M 7�!M0: (1)

Here 0 denotes the identity element of the group�.
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Note by passing that the inverse image functor'�:V 7�! R 
R0 V is fully
faithful. This follows from the fact that the adjunction morphism

� : IdR0�mod�! '� � '
�; �(V ) : V �! (R 
R0 V )0 = R0
R0 V

is an isomorphism.
(d) Set� := ' � �0 : Proj�(R) ! R0 �mod. If � = Z andR is a commutative

Z+-graded algebra, the morphism� defines the structure of a scheme overR0.
In the general case, when rank(�) > 2, the direct image functor�� of � is not
locally faithful; hence� is not a structure of a scheme.

5.1.1.Changing the grading.LetR be a�-gradedk-algebra; and let : � ! �0

be a group epimorphism. ThenR becomes a�0-graded algebra. So that we have
the�0-cone ofR, Cone�0(R), and the�0-projective spaceProj�0(R). The natural
functor F : gr�R � mod! gr�0R � mod induces exact and faithful functors
Cone�(R)! Cone�0(R) andProj�(R)! Proj�0(R) such that the diagram

Cone�(R) ���! Cone�0(R)x?? x??
Proj�(R) ���! Proj�0(R)

(1)

commutes.
The standard example:� is a free abelian group of finite rank (greater than

one) with the lexicographic preorder corresponding to a choice of a free basis. The
homomorphism : �! Zassigns to any element the sum of its components. If the
algebraR is such thatR = 0 for � 0, then the functorCone�(R)! ConeZ(R)
in the diagram (1) is an equivalence of categories. This is not the case, however,
with the functorProj�(R)! Proj

Z
(R) = Proj(R).

5.2. Affine covers of projective spectra.Let k and� be as in Section 5.1. Fix a
�-graded associativek-algebraR.

LEMMA 5.2.1. LetS = fSiji 2 Jg be a family of left homogeneous Ore subsets
of the algebraR. And let, for eachi 2 J; Si be the Serre subcategory ofR�mod
generated by all modulesM such that any element ofM is annihilated by some
element ofSi. And letSi be the preimage ofSi in gr�R�mod.

The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) The Serre subcategoriesfSiji 2 Jg provide a cover of the ‘quasi-affine space’
Cone�(R); i.e.

T
i2J Si = T+.

(b) The Serre subcategoriesfSiji 2 Jg provide a cover of the projective spectrum
Proj�(R); i.e.

T
i2J Si = T+.

(c) The family of Ore setsS = fSiji 2 Jg has the properties:
(i) for any 2 � and anyi 2 J; Si \R> 6= ;.
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(ii) if m is a left ideal inR such thatm\Si 6= ; for all i 2 J , thenR> � m

for some 2 �.

Proof.(a)) (c). The condition (i) is equivalent to the inclusionT+ � Si for all
i 2 J . The condition (ii) says thatT+ contains the intersection

T
i2J Si. Therefore

T+ =
T
i2J Si. The implications (b)) (c) are established the same way. 2

Remark 5.2.1.1. In [VW], aZ+-graded noetherian ringR such that there exists
a family of left and right Ore setsS = fSiji 2 Jg satisfying the equivalent
conditions of Lemma 5.2.1 is calledschematic. Quite a few algebras of interest are
schematic. We refer to [VW] for examples. 2

PROPOSITION 5.2.2.Any familyS = fSiji 2 Jgof left homogeneous Ore subsets
of R satisfying the conditions(i), (ii) of Lemma 3.2.1 determines an affine cover
fS 0iji 2 Jg of Proj�(R) adapted to the global section functor�0� : Proj�(R) !
gr�R�modand, therefore, to the functor�� : Proj�(R)! R0�mod (cf. (b) and
(d) in 5.1).

Proof.HereS 0i denote the image of the Serre categorySi in Proj�(R).
The composition of�� and the direct image ofui : Proj�(R)=S

0
i ! Proj�(R)

equals to the composition

�0� � ui� = (�0 � ui)� : Proj�(R)=S
0
i �! grR�mod (1)

and the functor'� : gr�R � mod! R0 � mod (cf. (1) in 5.1). Note that the
categoryProj�(R)=S

0
i is naturally identified with the categorygr�R�mod=Si; so

that the functor (1) becomes a right adjoint to the localization

Qi : gr�R�mod�! gr�R�mod=Si: (2)

Since (2) is a localization at a left Ore setSi, the quotient categorygr�R �
mod=Si is equivalent to the categorygrS�1

i R � mod of gradedS�1
i R-modules.

Thus gr�R � mod=Si can be replaced byS�1
i R � mod. And the localization

Qi can be identified with the tensoringS�1
i R
R. Therefore a right adjoint to

Qi is an exact functor. Since the functor'� : gr�R � mod ! R0 � mod
is exact, we obtain the exactness of�� � ui�. Now the assertion follows from
Proposition 2.2. 2

Remark5.3. Under the conditions of Proposition 5.2.2, the family of Ore sets
S = fSiji 2 Jg determines an affine cover ofCone�(R) := R �mod=T+ which
is adapted to the direct image functoru� : Cone�(R) ! R �mod (cf. 5.1). The
covers ofProj�(R) andCone�(R) defined by the familyS are compatible with
the natural (inverse image) functorProj�(R)! Cone�(R); i.e. the diagram

Proj�(R) ���! Proj�(R)=S
0
i??y ??y

Cone�(R) ���! Cone�(R)=S 0i

(3)
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is commutative for alli 2 J . Here S0i is the image of the Serre categorySi
in Cone�(R). And Cone�(R)=S0i can be identified withR � mod=Si = S�1

i

R�mod. 2

5.4.Example: noncommutative skew projective spaces.Let A be an arbitrary asso-
ciativek-algebra. And letq denote a matrix[qij ]i;j2J with entrees ink such that
qijqji = 1 for all i; j 2 J . In particular,qii = 1 for all i 2 J . To this data there
corresponds a skew (orq�)polynomial algebraAq[x], wherex denotes the set of
indeterminatesfxiji 2 Jg. The defining relations are:

xixj = qijxjxi for all i; j 2 J; (1)

xir = rxi for all i 2 J and r 2 A: (2)

Let J = f0;1; : : : ; rg. Set� := Zr+1; and leti; i = 0;1; : : : ; r, denote the
canonical generators of�. We provide� with the standard lexicographic preorder.
Assigning to eachxi the parityi, we turn the skew polynomial algebraR := Aq[x]
into a�-graded algebra withR0 = A.

There is a natural choice of left (and right) homogeneous Ore subsets of the
ring R : Si := fxni jn > 1g for all i 2 J . The familyS = fSiji 2 Jg satisfies
the conditions (i), (ii) of Lemma 5.2.1. ThereforeS determines, by Proposition
5.2, affine covers of the spacesProj�(R) andCone�(R). These covers have all
‘classical’ properties:

(a) One can see that the categoryCone�(R)=S0i � Aq[x; x�1
i ]�mod.

(b) Let�i denote the quotient group�=Zi ' Zr. We have:

Proj�(R)=S
0
i = gr�R�mod=Si ' gr�((xi)

�1R)�mod; (3)

where(xi)�1R is the localization of the algebraRat the multiplicative set(xi)�1 :=
f(xi)

njn > 0g. The categorygr�(xi)
�1R�mod in (3) is naturally equivalent to the

categorygr�iAqi [x=xi]�mod of left�i-graded modules over the skew polynomial
algebraAq

i
[x=xi]. Herex=xi denotesfxj=xijj 2 J; j 6= ig, andqi denotes the

matrix [qniqnmq
�1
ni ]n;m2J�fig (cf. [R], Example I.7.2.2.4).

Note thatAq
i
[x=xi] is the�i-component of the algebraAq[x; x�1

i ] of the ’func-
tions onCone�(R)=S00i .

(c) One can see that the categoryProj�(R)=S
0
i is naturally identified with the

categorygr�iAq
i
[x=xi]�mod andCone�(R)=S0i with gr�iAq[x; x�1

i ]�mod. And
the canonical functorProj�(R)=S

0
i ! Cone�(R)=S0i of Remark 5.3 is isomorphic

to the tensoring by the algebraAq[x; x�1
i ] over its�i-componentAqi [x=xi] =

Aq[x; x
�1
i ]0.

(d) The composition of the Gabriel functorsGi := Qiˆ � Qi, whereQi is a
localization atSi, commute one with another. In other words, the canonical cover
of Proj�(R) is semiseparated. This implies that, for any subsetJ 0 of J , the compo-
sition of Gi; i 2 J

0, is the Gabriel functor of the localization at the multiplicative
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set generated byfxiji 2 J 0g.

5.4.1.The ‘projective space’Pr. Let againR = Aq[x]; x = (x0; x1; : : : ; xr). But
take� = Zwith the natural order; and set the parity of eachxi equal to 1. One can
repeat withConeZ(R) andPr := Proj

Z
(R) the same pattern as withCone�(R)

andPr� := Proj�(R). Only this time the quotient groups�i will be trivial, and we
obtain a picture very similar to the classical one:Pr covered byr+ 1 affine spaces
Aqi [x=xi]� mod,i = 0;1; : : : ; r. The details are left to the reader.

Note that the categoriesPr andPr� := Proj�(R) are not equivalent ifr > 1:

5.4.2.A useful generalization.Suppose we are given ak-algebraA and a matrix
q = (qij)06i;j6r (as in 5.4), and a group homomorphism# : Zr+1 ! Autk(A).
DefineAq[x; #] as thek-algebra generated byA andx = (x0; x1; : : : ; xr) subject
to the relations:

xixj = qijxjxi; xib = #i(b)xi (1)

for all 0 6 i; j 6 r and b 2 A. Here #i is the image with respect to# of the
canonical generatori of � = Zr+1. The corresponding projective spaces shall be
denoted byPr�;# and byPr#.

5.5.Flag varieties of quantized enveloping algebras.Letgbe a reductive Lie algebra
overC andU(g) the enveloping algebra ofg. LetP denote the group of integral
weights ofg, and letP+ be the semigroup of nonnegative integral weights. Let
R = ��2P+R�, whereR� is the vector space of the (canonical) irreducible finite
dimensional representation with the highest weight�. The moduleR is aP -graded
algebra with the multiplication determined by the projectionsR� 
R� !R�+� ,
for all �; � 2 P+. It is well known that the algebraR is isomorphic to the algebra
of regular functions on the base affine space ofg. Recall thatY = G=U , whereG
is a connected simply connected algebraic group with the Lie algebrag, andU is
its maximal unipotent subgroup.

The coneCone(R) is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on
the base affine spaceY of the Lie algebrag. The categoryProj(R) = Proj

Z
(R) is

equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the flag variety ofg.
Let now g be a semisimple Lie algebra over a fieldk of zero characteristic

(say, k = Q(q)) andUq(g) the quantized enveloping algebra ofg. Define the
P-graded algebraR = ��2P+R� the same way as above. This time, however,
the algebraR is not commutative. Following the classical example (and identify-
ing spaces with categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on them), we call the cone
Cone(R) = ConeZ(R) the quantum base affine spaceandProj(R) = Proj

Z
(R)

thequantum flag varietyof g.

5.5.1.An affine cover of the flag variety.Let W be the Weyl group of the Lie
algebrag. Fix aw 2W . For any� 2 P+, choose a nonzerow-extremal vectorew�
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generating the one dimensional vector space formed by the vectors of the weight
w�. SetSw := fk�ew�j� 2 P+g. It follows from the Weyl character formula that
ew�ew� 2 k

�ew(�+�). Henceew is a multiplicative set. It was proved by Joseph [Jo]
thatSw is a left and right Ore subset inR. The Ore setsfSwjw 2Wg determine a
locally affine coverof the quantum base affine spaceCone(R) and the quantum flag
varietyProj(R) of g. This cover enjoys properties similar to the properties (a)–(c)
of the canonical cover of a ‘projective space’ and its cone (cf. 5.4). Namely, the
quotient categoryCone(R)=Sw is naturally equivalent to the categoryS�1

w R�mod,
andProj(R)=Sw is naturally equivalent to the category(S�1

w R)0 �mod. But the
analog of the property (d) in 5.4 does not hold: the multiplicative subset generated
by Sw andSw0 for differentw andw0 is not an Ore set in general. Which means
that the situation is not analogous to the classical one: the canonical cover is not
semiseparated. Still the standard complex allows to compute the cohomology of
line bundles on the quantized flag variety by comparing them with the cohomology
of the classical specialization. This is done in [LR3].

Complementary facts and examples

C1.Flat covers and Zariski covers

LEMMA C1.1. LetA be a category with finite limits and colimits. Then any flat
(i.e. exact and having a right adjoint) functorT :A ! B is represented uniquely
up to isomorphism as the compositionH � Q, whereQ is a flat localization, and
H is a faithfully flat functor.

Proof.The functorT is represented as the compositionT = H � Q, whereQ
is the localization atS = fs 2 HomA j Ts is invertibleg. SinceT = H � Q

has a right adjoint,T ˆ, the functorH is left adjoint to the compositionQ � T ˆ;
and the adjunction arrow� : T � T ˆ ! Id can be also regarded as an adjunction
morphismH � (Q � T ˆ) = H �Hˆ! Id. As for the second adjunction arrow, :
Id! Hˆ �H = (Q � T ˆ) �H, it is uniquely defined by the equalityQ = Q� (cf.
[GZ], Lemma I.1.3.1). Here� is the adjunction morphism Id! T ˆ � T .

Let F denote the compositionT ˆ � T . Define the functorG : A ! A as the
equalizer of the pairF�; �F : F ! F � F . And let� denote the canonical arrow
G! F .

Note that ifs 2 HomS, thenGs is invertible. In fact,s 2 HomS if and only if
Ts is invertible. But, this implies thatFs andF �F (s) are invertible. HenceGs is
invertible.

ThereforeG = L�Q for a uniquely defined functor L. We claim that the functor
L is right adjoint to Q. In fact, since the adjunction arrow� : Id ! F = T ˆ � T
equalizes(F�; �F ), we have a canonical morphism� : Id! L �Q = G uniquely
defined by the equality:� � � = �.
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On the other hand, applying the localizationQ to the arrowsF�; �F , we obtain
a pair of morphisms from

Q � F := Q � T ˆ � T = (Q � T ˆ) �H �Q = (Hˆ �H) �Q

to

Q � F � F

= (Q � T ˆ) � (H �Q) � F = (Hˆ �H) �Q � F = (Hˆ �H) � (Hˆ �H) �Q.

SinceQ = Q�, we have:

Q�F = QF = HQ; and QF� = HˆHQ� = HQ:

By Proposition I.3.4 in [GZ], the functorH is exact and faithful; therefore it is
faithfully flat. By Lemma 1.3.1, the adjunction arrow : Id! H is the equalizer
of the pairH; H. In particular,

Q = Q� : Q �! H�Q = Q � F

is the equalizer ofHQ = Q�F and HQ = QF�. Notice now that, by the
same Proposition I.3.4 in [GZ],S admits left and right fractions. By Proposition
I.3.1 in [GZ], the localizationQ:A ! A[S�1] is an exact functor. In particular, it
preserves equalizers. Thus, we have obtained: both the arrows,Q� : Q �G! QF

andQ�:Q ! QF , are equalizers of the pairQ�F;QF�. SinceQ� = Q(� �
�) = Q� � Q�, this means that the arrowQ�:Q ! Q � G = Q � L � Q is an
isomorphism. By the universal property of the localizationQ, there is a unique
functor isomorphism� : Q � L ! Id such that�Q = Q��1. By the definition of
�, we have:�Q �Q� = idQ.

Note that(L� � �L)Q � � = L�Q �LQ� � � = �. This implies, by the universal
property of�, that(L� � �L)Q = idL�Q. Therefore, by the universal property ofQ,
we have:L� � �L = idL. The equalities�Q �Q� = idQ; L� � �L = idL show that
the functorL is the right adjoint to the localizationQ, and� and� are adjunction
arrows. 2

Let F = ffi:Bi ! Aji 2 Jg be a family of flat morphisms. By Lemma C1.1
eachfi is represented as a composition of a flat localizationqi : Ai ! A and a
faithfully flat morphismhi : Bi ! Ai. ClearlyF is a cover ifffqi : Ai ! Aji 2 Jg
is a cover.

Another application of Lemma C1.1 is the following proposition.

PROPOSITION C1.2.Let F = ffi : Bi ! Aji 2 Jg be a finite family of flat
morphisms to an additive categoryA. And letq� be a localization at�F := fs 2
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HomAjf�i (s) is invertible for alli 2 Jg. Then the standard complex

0 �! q� �! q�
 Y
i2J

Gi

!
�! q�

0
@ Y
i;j2J

GiGj

1
A �! : : :

�! q�

0
@ Y

i2J�n
Gi

1
A �! : : : (1)

is exact.
Proof.It suffices to prove the assertion in the casecard(J) = 1 (cf. the argument

of Proposition 1.4); i.e. whenF = ffg for a flat morphismf :B ! A. By Lemma
C1.1,f = q�h, whereq : A0 ! A is a flat localization (i.e.q� is a flat localization)
andh : B ! A is a faithfully flat morphism. Sinceq��q� ' IdA0 , we have canonical
isomorphisms:Gn

f ' q� � G
n
h � q

�. The complex (1) is isomorphic to

C(h; Id)q� := (IdA0 �! Gh �! G2
h �! : : : �! Gn

h �! : : :) � q�: (2)

Since the morphismh is faithfully flat, the complexC(h; Id) is exact. Therefore
the complex (2) is exact. 2

C2. Standard complex of a family of morphisms and localizations.Here we shall
discuss the compatibility of derived functors with certain localizations.

LEMMA C2.1. Let f :B ! A be continuous morphism; and letQ : A ! A0 be
flat localization such thatf� factors throughQ : f� = f 0� �Q.

(a) Thenf 0� is an inverse image functor of continuous morphismf 0 : B ! A0.
(b) If Gf := f� � f

� is an exact functor, thenGf 0 = f 0� � f
0� is exact.

In particular, if f is a biflat localization, thenf 0 is a biflat localization.
Proof.(a) The statement is a consequence of Lemma I.1.3.1 in [GZ].
(b) Sincef� = f 0� � Q; f� ' Qˆ � f 0�. So thatGf ' Qˆ � Gf 0 � Q; hence

Q �Gf ' Gf 0 �Q. The latter isomorphism shows that the functorQ �Gf factors
through the localizationQ. Since the functorsQ andGf are exact,Q �Gf is exact
and, therefore,Gf 0 is exact by Propositions I.3.2 and I.3.4 in [GZ]. 2

LEMMA C2.2. LetF = ffi : Bi ! Aji 2 Jg be a set of biflat morphisms; and let
Q : A ! A0 be a flat localization such that everyfi is compatible withQ. Then

(a) The induced localizations ofA0, F0 = ff 0i : B0i ! A
0ji 2 Jg, are biflat.

(b) If Q(s) is invertible for any arrows ofA such thatf�i (s) is invertible for all
i 2 J , thenF induces a biflat cover,F0, ofA0.

Proof.The assertion follows from Lemma C2.1. 2
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PROPOSITION C2.3.LetA be an abelian category with enough injectives. Let
Q : A ! A0 be a flat localization; and letF = ffi : Bi ! Aji 2 Jg be a finite set
of biflat morphisms compatible withQ and such thatKer(Q) =

T
i2J Ker(f�i ).

(i) ThenF induces a biflat cover ofA0.
(ii) Suppose thatA is an abelian category and each categoryBi has enough

injectives. Let a functorF : A ! C be adapted to the familyF. Then the
standard complexC(F; F ) of the functorF with respect to the familyF is a
resolution of the functorF �Qˆ.

Proof. (i) Note that if the categoryA is abelian, the condition of the assertion
(b) of Lemma C2.2 is equivalent to the inclusion: Ker(Q) �

T
i2J Ker(f�i ).

(ii) Recall that ‘F is adapted toF ’ means thatF � fi� is an exact functor for
all i 2 J . Sincefi� = Qˆ � f 0�i (in the notations of Lemma C2.1),F is adapted to
F = ffiji 2 Jg iff F � Qˆ is adapted toF0 := ff 0i ji 2 Jg. The statement follows
now from Theorem 2.2. 2

COROLLARY C2.4. Suppose that the conditions of Proposition5:4:3 hold. If the
functorF �Qˆ is exact, thenHi(C(F; F )) = 0 for all i > 1:

C3. A resolution related with an infinite cover.Fix a family F = ffi : Bi ! A j
i 2 Jg of continuous morphisms. For eachi 2 J , denote byGi the composition
fi� � f

�
i and by resp.�i and�i adjunction arrows IdA ! Gi andf�i � fi� ! IdB.

We can encode the familyF in one morphismfJ : �i2JBi ! A having the inverse
image functor

f �J : A �!
Y
i2J

Bi; X 7�!
Y
i2J

f�i (X): (1)

LEMMMA C3.1. Suppose that the categoryA hasJ-indexed products. Then the
morphismfJ has a direct image functor:fJ�(�i2JXi) = �i2Jfi�(Xi).

Proof.Set for convenienceBJ = �i2JBi. The adjunction arrow

� = �f : IdA �! fJ�f �J =
Y
i2J

fi�f
�
i

is determined by the adjunction arrows�i; i 2 J . The adjunction arrow

� = �f : f �J fJ� �! IdBJ

assigns to any(Xi) 2 Ob�i2J Bi the composition of the natural projection

f �J fJ�(Xi) �! (f�i fi�(Xi))

and the product(�i : f�i fi�(Xi) ! Xi) of adjunction morphisms�i. We leave the
checking that� and� are really adjunction arrows to a reader. 2
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Note that if the familyF is biflat, i.e. the functorsfi�f�i are exact for alli 2 J , then
the morphismfJ is biflat: the functorfJ�f �J = �i2Jfi�f

�
i is exact.

Note that even in the case of abelian categories, it is not true in general that the
exactness of allfi�f�i ; i 2 J , implies the exactness offJ�f �J . Still we can use the
standard resolution related to a familyF for a certain subcategory ofA which, in
the case whenF is a biflat cover could be thought as a full subcategory of sheaves
with a compact support.

Denote byAF the full subcategory ofA generated by all objectsX for which
there exists a finite subsetJ 0 = J 0(X) of J with the following property:

(#) for any morphisms : M ! L in A such thatf�i (s) is invertible for all
i 2 J 0, the corresponding mapA(s;X) : A(L;X)! A(M;X) is bijective.

LEMMA C3.2. LetF = ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 Jg be a setof flat morphisms. Sup-
pose that the categoriesA andBi are abelian and the categoriesBi have enough
injectives. ThenAF is an abelian category with enough injectives.

Sketch of proof.For any finite subsetJ 0 of J , denote byAJ 0 the full subcategory
of A generated byX 2 ObA having the property (#). The categoryAF is the
union of the directed (with respect to�) set of subcategoriesAJ 0 . Each of the
subcategoriesAJ 0 is equivalent to the quotient categoryA=SJ 0, whereSJ 0 is the
intersection of the kernels of functorsf�i ; i 2 J

0. In particularAJ 0 is an abelian
category covered by subcategoriesBi; i 2 J 0. Since eachBi has enough injectives,
AJ 0 has enough injectives, and these injectives are injectives of the categoryA

(hence ofAF) at the same time. 2

Note that in general the categoryAF does not have infinite direct sums.

THEOREM C3.3. LetA be an abelian category. And letF = ffi : Bi ! A j
i 2 Jg be an arbitrary set of biflat morphisms. Suppose each categoryBi has
enough injectives. And letF : A ! C be a functor adapted toF. Then the standard
complexC(F; F ) of the functorF with respect to the coverF computes the values
of the derived functors of the restriction ofF to the subcategoryAF.

Sketch of proof.Fix a finite subsetJ 0 of J . The complexC(F; F ) restricted to the
subcategoryAJ 0 for some finiteJ 0 is (homotopically) equivalent to the complex
C(FJ 0 ; F ), whereFJ 0 := ffi : Bi ! A j i 2 J 0g. But FJ 0 induces a finite biflat
cover of the subcategoryAJ 0 . The assertion follows now from Theorem 2.2.2

C4.Resolutions of functors.Letf :A! C andg:B ! C0 be continuous morphisms.
Suppose that the categories of functors Fun(A;B) and Fun(C; C0) are well defined
(each of the categories in question is equivalent to a small category). The pair of
morphismsf; g determines a continuous morphism� : Fun(A;B) !Fun(C; C0)
with an inverse and direct image functors resp.�� : X 7�! g� � X � f� and
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�� : Y 7�! g� � Y � f
�. Moreover, iff andg are localizations (i.e.f� andg�

are fully faithful), then� is a localization too. This follows from the fact that the
adjunction morphism�� ���(Y ) := g� � g� �Y � f

� � f� ! Y is an isomorphism
for anyY if the adjunction arrowsf� � f� ! IdC andg� � g� ! IdC0 are isomor-
phisms.

LEMMA C4.1. (a) LetR = ( IdB ! R0 ! R1 ! : : : ) be a resolution of the
identical functor inB. Then˜R : Y 7�! R � Y is a resolution ofIdFun(A;B).

(b) If the resolutionR is adapted tog; i.e. the functorsg� � Ri are exact for all
i > 0; then the resolutioñR is adapted to� : Fun(A;B)! Fun(C; C0).

Proof.(a) The defining properties ofR: the complex of endofunctors

0�! IdB �! R0 �! R1 �! : : :

is exact and each of the functorsRi is exact,i > 0: Since the notions of a mono-
and epimorphism and exactness of sequences for functors are defined object-wise,
the functor̃R has the same properties.

(b) By assumptiong� �Ri is an exact functor for alli > 0: This implies that the
functor�� �

˜ Ri : Fun(A;B)! Fun(C; C0); Y 7�! g� � Ri � Y � f
�, is exact for

all i > 0: In particular, the resolutioñR of the identical functor of Fun(A;B) is
adapted to the morphism�. 2

C4.2.Note.Let f : A ! C; g : B ! C be continuous morphisms. And letR be a
resolution of IdB such thatg� �Ri is an exact functor for alli > 0:

(a) The functor�� �
˜ R sends any right exact functor into a complex of right

exact functors.
(b) If f is flat (i.e.f� is exact), then�� �

˜ R sends any (left) exact functor into
a complex of (resp. left) exact functors. 2

PROPOSITION C4.3.Let f :A ! C; g : B ! C0 be continuous morphisms; and
let F be a biflat cover adapted tog. LetR = G(F) be the corresponding resolution
of the identical functorIdB . Then the resolutioñR : Y 7�! G(F) � Y is adapted
to the morphism

� : Fun(A;B)! Fun(C; C0);�� : Y 7�! g� � Y � f
�:

Proof.The assertion follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma C4.1. 2

It follows from Proposition C4.3 that the derived functors of the direct image
functor�� : Fun(A;B)! EndC are isomorphic to the corresponding cohomology
of the complex

�� �
˜ G(F) : Y 7�! g� � G(F) � Y � f

�: (1)

C5. Cohomology of invertible sheaves on a skew projective space.Return now
to the setting of Section 3; i.e. fix a�-gradedk-algebra R. For each 2 �, we
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have an auto-equivalence# of the categorygr�R�mod assigning to each graded
moduleM = ��2�M� the graded moduleM() defined by:M()� := M+�

for all � 2 �. Clearly the ‘torsion category’T+ is invariant with respect to#
for all  2 �. Therefore# induces an auto-equivalence,O(), of the category
Proj�(R) := gr�R�mod=T+. We call the auto-equivalencesO() canonical line
bundlesonProj�(R). One of the important problems is the computing cohomology
of O();  2 �.

We make these computations below, using the standard complex, for the skew
projective spacePr�;k. The latter is by definitionProj�(R), where� = Zr+1 and
R is the algebra of skew polynomials inr + 1 indeterminates (cf. Example 5.4).

Let R be thek-algebra of skew polynomials over ak-algebraA (cf. Example
5.4). We provideR with the canonical�-grading,� = Zr+1, assigning to any
element of the algebraA the parity 0 and to any generatorxi the parityi, where
i is theith canonical generator ofZr+1.

PROPOSITION C5.1. (a)The natural mapR ! �2�H0(O()) is an isomor-
phism of the�-graded algebras.

(b)Hr(O()) ' Ax if all the components of are negative, andHr(O()) =
0 if some of the components of are nonnegative.

(c) There is a natural mapH0(O()) 
A H
r(O(�) ! Hr(O( + �)) for all

; � 2 � which induces a perfect pairing

H0(O()) 
A H
r(O(w� )! Hr(O(w)) = Axw;

wherew = (�1;�1; : : : ;�1).
(b)Hi(O()) = 0 for all  2 � if 0< i < r.
Proof. We shall use the standard (or rutherČech) complex in an argument

analogous to the proof of the Serre’s theorem in [Ha] (Theorem III.5.1).
By Proposition C4.3 the cohomology of any sheafG : Proj�(R) ! Proj�(R)

can be computed as the cohomology of the standard complex

˜�˜
�C+(F)(G)) := ��C+(F) � G � �

�: (1)

whereF is the canonical affine cover ofProj�(R). Since the coverF is semisepa-
rated, the standard complex (1) is homotopically equivalent to theČech complex

˜�˜
�CG+(F)(G) := �� � CC+(F) � G � �

�: (2)

The right hand side of the complex (2) is
Y
i2J

�� � Gxi � G � �
� �!

Y
i2J2<

�� � Gxi � G � �
� �! � � �

�!
Y

i2Jn<

�� � Gxi � G � �
� �! : : :

(3)
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where, for eachi = (i1; : : : ; in); xi := xi1 : : : xin ; andGxi ' (xi)
�1R
R regarded

as an endofunctor ofProj�(R).
Since the functor�� is the composition of the tensoringR
Aand the localization

Q: gr�R �mod! Proj�(R), the functor�� is the composition of a right adjoint
Qˆ to the localizationQ and the functorgr�R�mod! A�mod assigning to any
gradedR-module its zero component, the functor

�� � Gxi � G � �
� : A�mod�! A�mod (4)

is isomorphic to the functor(xi)
�1G(R()0
A. In particular, ifG = O() for some

 2 �, the functor (4) is isomorphic to(xi)
�1R()0
A. TakingG equal the direct

sum�2�O(), we obtain that�� � Gxi � G � �
� ' (xi)

�1R
A, where(xi)
�1R

is provided with the natural�-grading. Set for convenienceRxi := (xi)
�1R. And

let G denote�2�O(). Then theČech complex (3) is isomorphic to

C �(F;G)
A =

0
@Y
i2J

Rxi �!
Y

i2J2<

Rxi �!

� � � �!
Y

i2Jn<

Rxi �! � � � �! Rx0:::xr

1
A
A : (5)

For any flat leftA-moduleL, the cohomology of the complexC �(F; R) 
A L
are isomorphic toH�(C �(F; R))
A L.

(a) One can see that the canonical morphismR! H0(C �(F; R)) is a monomor-
phism, sincefxig are not zero divisors (i.e. alreadyR! Rxi is a monomorphism
for anyi). Note that, for any 06 i < m 6 r, the sequence

0�! R �! Rxi �Rxm �! Rxixm

is exact. Therefore the sequence

0�! R �!
Y
i2J

Rxi �!
Y

06i;m6r

Rxixm

is exact.
(b)Hr(C �(F; R)) is the cokernel of

dr�1 :
Y

06k6r

Rx0:::xk�1xk+1:::xr �! Rx0:::xr (6)

Note thatRx0:::xr is a free A-module with the basisxi; i 2 � . The image of (6)
is the free submodule ofRx0:::xr generated by allxi, such that at least one of the
components ofi = (i0; : : : ; ir) is nonnegative. ThereforeHr(C �(F; R)) is a free
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A-module with the basisxi , wherei runs through the set of elements of� with all
components negative.

(c) By (a),H0(C �(F; R)) = R =
Q

i2�>0
Axi , where�>0 consists of all ele-

ments of�with nonnegative components. And, by (b),Hr(C �(F; R)) =
Q

i2�<0
Axi ,

where�<0 is the set of elements of� with negative components. Therefore, we
have a natural action

H0(C �(F; R))
A H
r(C �(F; R)) �! Hr(C �(F; R)); (7)

determined byxi 
 xm�i 7�! �(m)xm, where�(m) = 1 if m 2 �<0 and
�(m) = 0 if m 62 �<0. Letw denote the element(�1;�1; : : : ;�1). Then the map
(7) determines a perfect pairing (Serre duality)

H0(O()) 
A H
r(O(w� ) �! Hr(O(w)) = Axw: (8)

(d)Hi(C �(F; R)) = 0 for 0< i <r. Localizing the complexC �(F; R) at (xr),
we get the complexC �(F(xr); R), whereF(xr) is the canonical cover of the open
subschemeU(xr) := (xr)

�1Proj(R) of Proj(R). SinceU(xr) ' (Rxr)0�mod!
A�mod is affine,Hi(C �(F(xr); R) = 0 for i > 1: Since the localization at(xr)
is an exact functor,H�(C �(F(xr); R)) ' H�(C �(F; R))xr - the localization of
H�(C �(F; R) at (xr)). Therefore the equalityHi(C �(F(xr); R)) = 0 means that
any element ofHi(C �(F; R)) is annihilated by some power ofxr. It remains to
show that, for any 0< i < r, the multiplication byxr induces an injective map
fromHi(C �(F; R)) to itself.

The exact sequence of�-gradedR-bimodules

0�! R(�r)
xr
�! R �! R=Rxr �! 0 (9)

and the corresponding cohomological long exact sequence:

� � � �! Hi(G(�r)) �! Hi(G) �! Hi(GH) �! Hi+1(G(�r)) �!

� � � �! Hr(G) �! 0 (10)

The quotient ringR=Rxr is actually the�0-graded skew polynomial algebra,
�0 = Zr, with the�-grading induced by the projection� = Zr+1! �0 sendingr
to 0. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,Hi(GH) = 0 for 0< i < r�1 which
implies thatxr : Hi(G(�r)) ! Hi(G) is an isomorphism for 0< i < r � 1:
Since the multiplication byxr is locally nilpotent, this means thatHi(G) = 0 for
0< i < r � 1:

Note thatHi(G(�r)) ' H
i(G). Thus, fori = 0, we have an exact sequence

0�! H0(G(�r))

= R(�r) �! H0(G) = R �! H0(GH) = R=Rxr �! 0: (11)
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So thatH1(G)(�r) = 0 = H1(G). At the other end of the long exact sequence(10)
we have the exact sequence

0�! Hr�1(GH)
tialr
�! Hr(G(�r))

xr
�! Hr(G) �! 0: (12)

Indeed,Hr�1(GH) =
Q

i2�0 Ax
i; Hr(G(�r)) =

Q
i2�r Ax

i , where�r is the
subsetfi = (i0; : : : ; ir) 2 �jir = �1g; Hr(G) =

Q
i2�Ax

i . And the morphism
tialr is the dividing byxr.

ThereforeHr�1(G) = 0: 2

ForProj
Z
(R), we have a direct analog of the classical result:

PROPOSITION C5.2. (a)The natural mapR ! �n2ZH0(O(n)) is an isomor-
phism of theZ-graded algebras.

(b)Hr(O(�r � 1)) ' Ax�w, wherew = (�1;�1; : : : ;�1).
(c) The natural map

H0(O(n))
A H
r(O(�1� r � n) �! Hr(O(�r � 1)) = Axw

is a perfect pairing of freeA-modules of finite rank for alln 2 Z.
(d)Hi(O(n)) = 0 for all n 2 Z if 0< i <r.
Proof.The assertions follow from the corresponding assertions of Proposition

C5.1. The details are left to the reader. 2

C5.3.Generalizations:Propositions C5.1 and C5.2 can be easily extended to the
cases of skew projective spaces resp.Pr�;# andPr# (cf. 5.4.2). We leave details to
the reader.

Appendix: reconstruction of schemes

A.0. Preliminaries on Spec.Fix an abelian categoryA with the property.
(sup) For any ascending chain
 of subobjects of an objectM , the supremum

of 
 exists; and for any subobjectL of M it, the natural morphism

supfX
\
L j X 2 
g �! (sup
)

\
L

is an isomorphism.
The categories with property (sup) are called otherwisethe categories with exact

direct limits. Recall three important examples of such categories:

(1) The categoryR�mod of left modules over an associative ring R.
(2) The category of sheaves ofR-modules on an arbitrary topological space.
(3) The category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a scheme.
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The first two are examples ofGrothendieck categories. In particular, they have
limits and colimits of small diagrams, a set of generators and enough injective
objects. The category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a scheme is also a Grothendieck
category, if the scheme in question is quasi-compact and quasi-separated. It is not
known, however, if the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an arbitrary scheme
has enough injectives or even all limits ([TT], B.2). But, one can easily see that it
has the property (sup).

In fact, the inclusion of the category Qcoh(X) on a schemeX into the category
OX-mod ofOX-modules is a fully faithful exact functor which reflects finite limits
and all colimits. This implies that the category Qcoh(X) has all colimits and inherits
the property (sup) fromOX-mod.

Recall that, for any two objectsX;Y ofA, we writeX � Y if Y is a subquotient
of a finite direct sum of copies ofX (cf. Note 2.5.1). For anyX 2 ObA, denote by
hXi the full subcategory ofA such thatObhXi = ObA�fY 2 ObA j Y � Xg. It
is easy to check thatX � Y iff hY i � hXi. This observation provides a convenient
realization of the quotient of(ObA;�) with respect to the equivalence relation
induced by�: X � Y if X � Y � X. Namely,(ObA;�)= � is isomorphic to
(fhXi j X 2 ObAg;�).

Set SpecA = fP 2 ObA j P 6= 0; and for any nonzero subobjectX of
P;X � Pg. The spectrum,SpecA, of the categoryA is the preordered set of equiv-
alence (with respect to�) classes of objects of SpecA. The canonical realization of
(ObA;�)= � induces a canonical realization ofSpecA : (SpecA = fhP i j P 2
SpecAg;�).

PROPOSITION A.0.1. For any P 2 SpecA, the subcategoryhP i is a Serre
subcategory ofA. If A is a category with the property (sup), then the converse is
true: if X is an object ofA such thathXi is a Serre subcategory ofA, thenX is
equivalent (in the sense of�) to aP 2 SpecA; i.e. hXi = hP i.

Proof.See Proposition 2.3.3 and 2.4.7 in [R]. 2

A nonzero objectX of a categoryA is calledquasifinalif, for any nonzero object
Y of A; Y � X. The categoryA having a quasifinal objects is calledlocal.

One can check that all simple objects of a local category (if any) are isomorphic
to each other. In particular, the category of left modules over a commutative ring
R is local iff the ringR is local.

PROPOSITION A.0.2.For anyP 2 SpecA, the quotient categoryA=hP i is local.
Proof.See Proposition 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2 in [R]. 2

PROPOSITION A.0.3. (a)For any topologizing (i.e. full and closed with respect
to taking direct sums and subquotients) subcategoryT ofA, the inclusion functor
T! A induces an embeddingSpecT! SpecA.
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(b) For any exact localizationQ : A ! A=S and for anyP 2 SpecA,
eitherP 2 ObS, or Q(P ) 2 SpecA=S; henceQ induces an injective map from
SpecA� SpecS to SpecA=S.

A.0.4.The support of an object.For anyM 2 ObA, the support ofM , Supp(M),
consists of allhP i 2 SpecA such thatM 62 ObhP i.

A.0.5.Localizations at subsets of the spectrum.For any subsetU of SpecA, denote
by hhUii the intersection

T
hP i2U hP i. Being the intersection of a set of Serre

subcategories,hhUii is a Serre subcategory.A localization at the subsetU is a
localization at the Serre subcategoryhhUii.

A.0.6.The topology� . We denote this way the strongest topology compatible with
the preorder� (recall thatP� P0 means thatP0 is a specialization ofP). Its explicit
description: the closure of a subsetW of SpecA consists of all specializations of
all points of W.

A.0.7. The Zariski topology.A subschemeT of an abelian categoryA (cf. C6.0)
is Zariski closedor simply closedif it is a reflective subcategory ofA; i.e. the
inclusion functor has a left adjoint. One can show that the family of setsSpecT,
whereT runs through the class of closed subschemes ofA can be regarded as a base
of closed sets of a topology which is called theZariski topology(cf. [R], III.6.3.1).

A.1. A locally ringed space associated to a category.Fix an abelian categoryA.
Suppose we have fixed also a topologyT on SpecA. Then we can associate to
the pair(A;T ) a ringed space(X;O), where the underlying topological spaceX
is (SpecA;T ) and the ‘structure’ sheafO is a sheaf associated to the presheafO

which assigns to every open setU the center of the quotient categoryA=hhUii.
Recall that the center of a category is the ring of endomorphisms of its identical
functor.

We define astrongly closed subschemeas a closed subschemeT of A com-
patible with localization at points ofSpecA. The latter means that the canonical
functor T=T \ hP i ! A=hP i establishes an equivalence ofT=T \ hP i and a
closed subscheme ofA=hP i for any hP i 2 SpecA. We define thestrong Zariski
topology, TZ, on SpecA as the weakest topology onSpecA such that the subset
SpecT is closed for any strongly closed subscheme. Denote byOA the structure
sheaf associated with the topologyZ. One can show thatOA is a sheaf of local rings.

THEOREM A.2.Suppose thatA is the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a
schemeX = (X;OX ). Then the locally ringed space((SpecA;TZ);OA) is iso-
morphic toX.

The assertion is proved in [R2].
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